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Abstract. The digital transformation leads to massive amounts of heterogeneous data challenging traditional data warehouse solutions in enterprises. In order to exploit these complex data for competitive advantages, the data lake recently emerged as a concept for more flexible and powerful data analytics. However, existing literature on data lakes is rather vague and incomplete, and the various realization approaches that have been proposed neither cover all aspects of data lakes nor do they provide a comprehensive design and realization strategy. Hence, enterprises face multiple challenges when building data lakes. To address these shortcomings, we investigate existing data lake literature and discuss various design and realization aspects for data lakes, such as governance or data models. Based on these insights, we identify challenges and research gaps concerning (1) data lake architecture, (2) data lake governance, and (3) a comprehensive strategy to realize data lakes. These challenges still need to be addressed to successfully leverage the data lake in practice.
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1 Introduction

The digital transformation towards capturing and analyzing big data provides novel opportunities for enterprises to improve business and optimize processes [1]. Sensors from the Internet of Things (IoT), for example, enable the continuous gathering of production data, allowing the proactive assessment and the predictive regulation of production processes [1]. Many other novel data sources can be integrated and analyzed to generate new insights for the enterprise, using advanced analytics such as data mining, text analytics or artificial intelligence [2]. In the following, we summarize advanced analytics and traditional business intelligence as data analytics. The knowledge gained from data analytics represents a significant competitive advantage for enterprises [3].

Data captured for these data analytics tend to be heterogeneous, voluminous, and complex, and thus pose a challenge on traditional enterprise data analytics solutions based on data warehouses. In order to enable comprehensive and flexible data analytics on these complex data, the concept of the data lake emerged in recent years. In a data
lake, any kind of data are available for flexible analytics without predefined use cases [4]. To this end, data are stored in a raw or almost raw format.

However, multiple challenges arise when building and using data lakes. Existing literature on data lakes is vague and inconsistent. Numerous approaches exist to realize selected aspects of a data lake, e.g., governance or data models, but it is unclear whether these approaches are sufficient and where additional concepts are needed.

In this paper, we address this gap. We investigate the current state of the art for data lakes and identify remaining research challenges towards a successful data lake. To this end, we make the following contributions:

- We investigate the current state of the general data lake concept.
- We discuss existing design and realization aspects.
- We identify challenges and research gaps for data lakes.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 investigates existing data lake literature, while Section 3 discusses different design and realization aspects for data lakes and whether they are sufficiently covered by literature. Based on the gained insights, Section 4 identifies remaining challenges and research gaps. Finally, Section 5 concludes the paper.

2 Current State: Data Lakes in Literature

In order to put data lakes into practice, a uniform understanding of the general concept is needed. We conducted a comprehensive literature review to identify the central characteristics of a data lake. However, it showed that there is no commonly accepted concept. Instead, various definitions and views exist on data lakes, some of which are contradictory. In this section, we summarize our findings and investigate different points of view on the concept of data lakes.

The first person to use the term “data lake” was James Dixon in 2010 [5]. He defined a data lake to store data in a “natural” [5], i.e., raw, state compared to a traditional data mart. Large amounts of heterogeneous data are added from a single source [6] and users can access them for a variety of analytical use cases. The idea of single-source data lakes did not find much acceptance in literature. Nowadays, data lakes have been redefined to contain data from an arbitrary number of sources [7–9]. Dixon’s central point of storing raw data is reflected by all investigated definitions. In some definitions, however, this characteristic is extended so that preprocessed data and results from previously performed analyses may additionally be stored in the data lake (e.g., in [10]).

To make storing large amounts of heterogeneous data financially feasible, data lakes must provide inexpensive storage [4, 8]. In many cases, data lakes are directly linked to Hadoop\(^1\) and the HDFS [5, 7, 11]. However, the data lake represents a concept, while Hadoop is only one of many possible storage technologies [7, 11]. Dixon and other literature instead proposes a diverse tool landscape for data lakes, i.e., the most appropriate tool to manage and process certain data should be used [6, 12]. For example,

MongoDB, Neo4J, or other data storage systems could also be used in data lakes [11]. These storage systems could be managed on premise or in the cloud [13].

Beyond data lakes being raw data repositories and the infrastructure they are built on, further characteristics of the concept depend on the exact definition, of which there are many. Often, definitions even contradict each other, especially when it comes to the role of a data lake, the involved user groups, and governance and metadata. In the literature, the role of a data lake ranges from pure central data storage [11] to the provider of services related to data management and analysis [14, 15]. For the involved user groups, some data lake definitions involve a wide variety of user groups (e.g., [8, 11]), while others name data scientists as the only users of a data lake (e.g., [7]). Regarding governance and metadata, some definitions claim a data lake comprises neither governance nor metadata (e.g., [8, 16]), while others state governance as a central aspect of data lakes (e.g., [14, 17]). Metadata and governance ensure that data are reliable and can be accessed and understood. A data lake without governance is said to risk transforming into a data swamp [18], where data cannot be used for value creation. Often, data lake concepts that include governance are also referred to as data reservoir [18, 19] to differentiate it from the ungoverned data lake. Additionally, data reservoirs are said to enforce more structure on data than a data lake. To achieve this structure, raw data are modeled using appropriate modeling techniques [19]. However, governance is mostly seen as part of a data lake and literature does not differentiate data lake governance from data reservoir governance. Furthermore, data modeling also plays a role in data lakes for data integration and facilitated use of data [15]. Therefore, we will not consider the differentiation between data lake and data reservoir here. Instead, we will use definitions that see governance as part of the data lake.

Some authors also use the term enterprise data lake in order to emphasize the data lake’s application in an enterprise environment (e.g., [15, 20, 21]). However, this term is used synonymously to the general data lake term. None of the investigated sources differentiates the characteristics of an enterprise data lake from those of a general data lake. Thus, we will likewise not consider this differentiation in this work.

Overall, literature is split over the concrete characteristics of data lakes. There exists no uniform data lake concept and thus no comprehensive realization strategy. However, there is further literature focusing on particular aspects of data lakes. We examine these design and realization aspects in the following section.

3 Design and Realization Aspects for Data Lakes

Although the literature defining and describing data lakes contains little to no information on their practical realization, various approaches to realize selected aspects of the data lake do exist. Due to space restrictions, we focus on the realization aspects data lake architecture, data lake modeling, metadata management, and data lake governance. In the following subsections, we present literature related to these aspects and discuss whether the aspects are sufficiently covered for a practical data lake realization.
The data lake architecture describes how data are conceptually organized within a data lake. It facilitates the use of a data lake [15] by defining where data can be found in the condition (e.g., raw or pre-processed) needed for a particular use. There exist two variants for the overall architecture of data lakes, namely *zone* and *pond architectures*.

Various alternatives exist for *zone architectures* (e.g., [15, 17, 22–24]). They differ in multiple aspects, such as the number and characteristics of zones. Although there is no commonly accepted zone architecture, the idea always remains the same: Data are assigned to a zone according to the degree of processing that has been applied to them. When data are ingested into the data lake, they are stored in raw format in the raw zone, which is common between all zone architectures. Other zones then condition these data further. Some zones standardize data to fit a common format [15, 23], others cleanse the data [17]. Some zone architectures even include a data-mart-like zone, where data are prepared to fit certain use cases and tools [15]. The advantage of zone architectures is that even if data are available in a transformed and pre-processed format, they can still be accessed as raw data in the raw zone.

The *pond architecture* [25] is another variant of the overall architecture for data lakes (see Fig. 1). Data in the data lake are distributed across five different ponds. However, in contrast to zone architectures, data are only available in one pond at any given point in time. Upon ingestion, data are stored in the raw data pond. Only unused data and data that do not fit into any of the other ponds remain in the raw data pond, all other data flow into the analog, application, or textual data pond. Which pond they flow to depends on the data’s characteristics. The analog data pond contains measurement data, such as log files or IoT data. In the application data pond, all data that are generated by applications are stored. The textual data pond contains text data. Other data, like images and videos, remain in the raw data pond. When data are not used anymore, they leave their respective pond and move to the archival data pond. As data flow through the ponds, they are transformed depending on the pond they currently belong to [25]. For example, outliers may be deleted from the analog data pond and textual data may be structured. The advantage of this approach is that data are pre-processed and can easily be analyzed. However, when data leave the raw data pond, they are conditioned and their original format is lost. This contradicts the general idea of a data lake.

In addition to those two general data lake architectures, literature suggests the *lambda architecture* [26] to organize batch and streaming data [11, 27]. The conceptual
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idea of this architecture is depicted in Fig. 2. Incoming data are copied to two different branches. On one branch, data are stored permanently and periodically processed in batches. On the other branch, incoming data are processed in real-time to deliver quick results. However, in practice the lambda architectures often is adapted (e.g., in [12, 19]). Such adaptions are, e.g., the BRAID architecture [28] or Bolster [29].

While there exist various alternatives for data lake architectures, there is no generally accepted approach. Although zone architectures are more frequently mentioned in literature than the other variants, the definitions of the various zones differ greatly in some cases. To the best of our knowledge, there exist no assessments or comparisons of the different data lake architectures. Additionally, the data lake architectures proposed in literature only cover parts of the data lake. It is not defined how the data lake architectures interact with other aspects of the data lake. For example, it remains unclear how data lake modeling can be done, or what storage technologies can be used. Thus, defining and realizing an adequate data lake architecture is still a challenging task.

3.2 Data Lake Modeling

In the context of data lakes, literature speaks of schema-on-read [11, 15], i.e., data are only transformed when they are retrieved from the data lake for certain use cases. Transforming data requires knowledge of their schema, which in turn necessitates data modeling. However, deferring all modeling to data usage is infeasible [15] as data modeling is needed to ensure certain levels of data quality, data comprehensibility, and data integration [15, 30]. Thus, we need data models that allow data modeling with little effort and, at the same time, maintain the flexibility of the data lake.

There exist a few approaches to data lake modeling. For example, the data droplets model [31] models each data object, such as a single document, in the data lake as an RDF graph. These smaller graphs are then combined into an overarching data lake graph according to the relationships between the data objects.

Another approach is to model data in the data lake using data vault (see, e.g., in [19]). Data vault originates from the data warehouse context. It provides a flexible and simple way to model data. However, it was designed for structured data. While there exist approaches to integrate semi-structured data into data vault (e.g., [32]), integrating unstructured data is not yet covered.

Overall, literature explicitly mentions these two approaches and provides some ideas on how to model data in data lakes, but it does not offer further guidance. Multiple other data models exist in other contexts, such as 3rd normal form or head-version tables [33].
These data models might also be suitable candidates for data lake modeling but no assessments or best practices do exist so far. There also is no guidance on how to use the different models in a data lake architecture (Section 3.1). Additionally, many existing approaches such as 3rd normal form, head-version tables are available for structured data only. To include semi-structured or unstructured data in these models, further concepts are necessary (such as [34] or [35]). Thus, a comprehensive discussion and assessment of existing data models is still necessary for data lakes.

3.3 Metadata Management

Whenever data from different sources, contexts, and with various schemata are brought together, metadata is necessary to keep track of these data. This also applies to data lakes, where metadata management is a crucial part [36]. Metadata capture information on the actual data, e.g., schema information, semantics, or lineage [10, 14]. They ensure that data can be found, trusted, and used. There exists a large number of different approaches for metadata management. Due to space constraints, this section provides only a general overview over metadata management approaches explicitly for data lakes.

According to data lake literature, data catalogs [18] are used to store metadata. Whenever data is added to the data lake, the corresponding metadata has to be added to the catalog. Users are then able to search this catalog and receive additional information on the data, such as schema, relationships, or provenance [37]. However, not all metadata relevant for data lakes are covered by these catalogs [12].

Automatic extraction of metadata is an important topic in data lake environments, as vast amounts of data are ingested and stored. Tools like GEMMS [36] can be used that do not only extract, but also annotate the metadata with semantic information and allow querying these metadata. Some data lake concepts even provide an extensive metadata management system to store and query metadata [38]. To extract schematic metadata even from schema-free data sources, schema profiling can be used [39].

There exist various metadata models for data lakes (e.g., [36, 40, 41]). Some of them provide only little description and realization details [40], while others are designed for one specific application [41]. A model that is both generic and described in appropriate detail is proposed by Quix et al. [36]. It contains information on both the structure and semantical context of the data the metadata describe.

In addition to structure and semantics of data, metadata on the origin of data is just as important [15]. Lineage metadata describes where data came from, how they were produced, and how they had been processed. However, lineage metadata is not or insufficiently considered in all investigated metadata models for data lakes. Only one metadata model mentions provenance [41], but there is no further explanation on the storage or usage of provenance information.

While metadata management is crucial for data lakes, no comprehensive metadata management strategy covering all data lake metadata is available. However, metadata management is also represented in other contexts, e.g., data warehousing. Therefore, further investigation of approaches beyond the data lake literature is necessary.
3.4 Data Lake Governance

Metadata management is only a part of an overarching data lake governance. Governance comprises all kinds of policies and rules to ensure data quality and rule compliance [18]. Even though some early literature excludes governance from the data lake concept [8, 16], more recent literature views it as a very important aspect [7, 9, 10, 14]. In a data lake, governance has to compromise between control and flexibility [4]. Since many different kinds of data are managed in a data lake, data governance has to consider their differences. For example, master data managed in a data lake has a high need for governance, while IoT data typically needs less control and governance.

In literature, there exist only few approaches to data lake governance, especially for diverse data. There exists a general governance framework [18], giving some guidance on what needs to be considered in data lake governance. For example, the framework defines various roles involved in data lake governance, such as data stewards. In the various zone models (see Section 3.1), some governance principles are applied. For example, one zone model provides a sensitive zone, where sensitive data are encrypted [22]. Other zone models allow to encrypt or tokenize data in the raw zone [17].

However, to the best of our knowledge, none of the existing governance concepts considers the different kinds of data managed in a data lake and their governance requirements. Data lake governance is rudimentarily covered in literature, especially concerning sensitive data. Although there are governance approaches in other contexts, governance for data lakes must meet new requirements, such as compromising between control and flexibility. Thus, a governance concept specifically for data lakes is needed.

4 Challenges and Research Gaps

Even though multiple approaches exist that cover different aspects of data lakes (see Section 3), a comprehensive strategy to realize data lakes is missing. Additionally, it became clear that some aspects are only insufficiently covered by literature. We identified research gaps in three areas of data lakes:

**Data Lake Architecture.** For data lake architecture, the heterogeneity of concepts poses a major problem. There exist no assessments or discussions for the different alternatives. No generally accepted architecture is available, and some of the proposed architectures do not align with the data lake concept (e.g., ponds). Therefore, it is necessary to closely investigate and compare the existing alternatives to identify similarities and shortcomings. Additionally, data lake architectures cover only the conceptual organization of data. No data lake architecture exists that includes other data lake aspects, like data lake modeling or data lake infrastructure. To realize data lakes, a generalized and comprehensive data lake architecture is needed.

**Data Lake Governance.** The other aspect for which research gaps still remain is data lake governance. The data lake poses novel requirements on flexibility and open access that conflict with traditional governance approaches, for instance from data warehousing. Therefore, a comprehensive governance concept developed specifically for data lakes is required. This concept also has to consider the different kinds of data...
managed in the data lake, and correspond to their variant data management requirements.

**Comprehensive strategy.** In addition to these research gaps in the discussed data lake aspects, data lake literature is lacking a comprehensive design and realization strategy. Such a strategy considers interdependencies between different data lake aspects, such as data lake architecture and data lake modeling, and combines all aspects into one comprehensive and systematic data lake concept. Thus, it can provide guidance and decision support for the realization of data lakes.

The research gaps in these three areas need to be addressed to allow the definition of a holistic data lake concept and thus to leverage data lakes in practice.

5 Conclusion and Future Work

This paper summarizes our findings on the current state of data lakes. We conducted a comprehensive literature review on data lakes and existing approaches for their design and realization. It turned out that literature on data lakes is often split over the characteristics of a data lake. There exists no universal data lake concept. When it comes to realizing data lakes, research gaps concerning data lake architecture and data lake governance need to be resolved. Additionally, the lack of a comprehensive design and realization strategy that considers interdependencies between data lake aspects constitutes a major challenge to leverage data lakes in practice.

Our future work focuses on overcoming these challenges. Existing concepts for data lakes need to be investigated, categorized, and evaluated. Different data lake architectures have to be compared and evaluated with regard to their suitability to typical data lake use cases. Further approaches for e.g., semantic integration, data curation, or schema extraction have to be considered in a data lake context. Using all of these insights, a comprehensive design and realization strategy can be defined.
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